
MATCH REPORT 

Tackers Game 28/4 

Brunswick Dragons Tackers versus St Mary’s at Greensborough Park 

 

First quarter: 

Again the tackers were straight into the game – displaying great team work, energy and enthusiasm. 

The game got going quickly with Will tapping out, Isaiah bravely attempting a goal, with some great 

kicking skills displayed by Jonah and Si. A valiant tackle displayed by Owen, then an impressive run 

along the wing from Antonio. Jonah then executed good clearance from defence, then an impressive 

mark by Miles. Play continued at a rapid pace, with some excellent work put in from Jonah and 

Aiden, resulting in a point kicked. The quarter ended with some impressive play from Nathan, 

followed by an excellent tackle from Miles. 

Overall: Lots of play on the forward line, but little reward. All the play was in our forward half. 

 

Second quarter: 

Back into it with Miles, Will, Isaiah, Antonio, Jonah all working hard. Great mark taken by Liam. More 

follow-up marks taken beautifully by Josh, Si, Jonah and Freddie, with a great handball from Isaiah. 

Aidan and Hudson then came to the fore with some great kicking skills, resulting in our first goal 

kicked by Hudson. Play continued with some beautiful marks and play, with Will, Jonah and Aiden 

working hard.  Excellent team work continued with Zachary, Seamus and Riley and all the team 

helping to man up and strengthen our overall defence. 

Overall: Lots of time in the forward pocket. 

Third quarter: 

Play resumed with an even more determined Tackers side and a change of player positions. Alex got 

things moving quickly, followed by a nice kick from Seamus, then Freddie, Jonah and Liam. Antonio 

and Oliver both displayed good chase. Last line of defence strongly displayed by Aidan, then a good 

kick out. More great work from Freddie and Will and a beautiful mark from Nathan.  Excellent 

shepherding from Isaiah and Hamish and good team play in manning up continued our dominance 

on the field, thanks to Joshua, Hamish, Liam K and Owen. Freddie, Will, Isaiah, Aidan and Hudson 

worked hard resulting in Aidan kicking a goal, then Seamus kicking the ball through with a good kick 

resulting in a point. More team work resulted in a great kick into the goal square from Nathan with 

Will then marking it and delivering a goal.  

Overall: We came out at half-time with eyes only on the ball, played a great third quarter of football. 

Our backline was working a lot better and we showed great team work. 

 



Fourth quarter: 

Began hard with some great tackling showed by Hudson. Good delivery from Aiden to Will to 
forward pocket with Will tackling well. Excellent pack mark with Miles, Nathan, Seamus resulting in a 
mark from Jonah. Excellent team work resulted in many pushes into forward line. Aiden played well 
and Oliver marked the ball well. As the siren blew, Nathan had delivered a pick-up and pass to 
teammate. 
 

Overall: Another good quarter of teamwork, however no goals to either side. 


